


Maintain or Regain Your Sexual Vitality in 3 Simple Steps... 
No Matter How Unique Your Situation.

Proven to work on thousands of people, includes access to secrets from

over thirty experts, doctors, and sexologists and with specific solutions

to the most common and unusual physical and emotional issues.

NOTE: This method is NOT a real pill, this is a virtual pill in the form

of a structured communication technique you can follow to

make working out solutions very, very easy on yourself and

your partner if you have one.

The common theme I’ve noticed in nearly every

person with challenges in their sex life has been a

lack of communication and solution-seeking.

People go for years thinking they have a situation

that makes enjoying intimacy impossible. But in this
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guide, you’ll see that there is PLENTY you can do to get back to the

passion you deserve.... No matter WHAT weird issue you have.

“Thank you so very, very, much!  Your material has made our

sex life better than ever! I am a 71-year old, disabled combat

veteran (Agent Orange) with Alzheimer’s Disease. You have

reversed my Alzheimer’s Disease by at least 5 years.

By improving our sex life, my mind and body are healthier than they

have been in a very long time.

My wife had become my caretaker instead of my wife. By

improving our sex life, our relationship is better than ever. We are

closer than we have ever been.  

Our lives have significantly improved both in and out of

the bedroom! Thank you, thank you, thank you!

Better sex life reverses Alzheimer’s Disease

symptoms! It did for me!  

With an exciting sex life again, I choose to

eat healthier, exercise daily, get 8 hours of

restorative sleep, eliminate inflammation,

and remove toxins! These days really are

the “Good Ole Days” thanks to you and

the life-saving sex material you offer! ”
— Alf (name changed for privacy)
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INTRODUCTION
Dear Friend,

You won’t believe how common it is for people to feel like they have an unfixable

health issue that blocks them from the physical intimacy they crave.

In fact, MOST people want to be swept away in desire but are blocked by physical

and/or emotional issues.

It’s more usual to have problems rather than not have them especially once you are

over 35.

Midlife alone can take its toll on intimacy. Whether lovemaking has become

painful, or you’re dealing with erectile issues, a lack of libido, sensation loss,

chronic health problems or even body image issues, you don’t have to

give up your pleasure and connection just because you’re aging.

“ I’m on multiple medications for diabetes

and cannot sustain an erection at 50.”
“ I have not had sex with my wife in over

twenty years. We lost all three of our sons.

My beautiful wife of 47 years was

devastated and placed on depression meds

going on 21 years.”
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“ No sex and no libido from my boyfriend anymore. It

just doesn’t stay erect unless we try and play and not get

frustrated, which happens about once every 3-4 weeks. We used

to make love 2-3 times a weekend. We live together and now it’s

less. Ugh. Hard to discuss.”
As a trusted sex advisor, I’ve been told the details of what goes on (or doesn’t) behind

closed doors by well over a million people of all ages from around the world and across

the gender spectrum.

To a person, these blocks feel insurmountable, unfixable or unchangeable. Many

people believe they are utterly alone with no possible solution.

“My husband has told me repeatedly that he can't have an

erection because I am “fat.” He has a stringent  view of what

a woman "should" look like. He told my counselor that he

has had difficulty with erections most of his adult life.

I feel ashamed to the point that I try to be out of

the house as much as possible when he is home.

It's a very sad relationship to be in.”
“My boyfriend’s penis has a downward

bend that hurts me.”
“ The harder I try to achieve climax, the

more elusive it becomes.”
6
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SEXUAL ISSUES SURVEY RESULTS 

I recently did a survey with nearly 400,000 readers of my sex tips newsletter. I

specifically wanted to know about their emotional and physical roadblocks to

intimacy, other than not having a partner.

I found the categorized results fascinating:

Men Women

Health 35% Sexual 23%

Sexual 28% Health 21%

Trauma 15% Emotional 19%

Emotional 10% Physical 17%

Physical 8% Trauma 15%

Stress 2% Time 4%

Time 2% Stress 3%

The specifics were many of the issues you’d expect:

Erectile Dysfunction (lots of this)•

Vaginal Pain (lots of this)•

Overweight (lots of this)•

Trust (lots of this)•

Premature Ejaculation•

Degenerative Disc•

Brain Injury•

Aging•

Wife Not Satisfied•

HPV Cancer•

Leg Cramps•
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Wife Had Breast Cancer•

Small Penis•

Surgery - Ruined Ankle•

Soft Erection•

Family Problem•

Lots Of Pain•

Not Attractive•

Antidepressants•

Knees Hurt•

Sexual Abuse•

Diabetic Neuropathy•

Lower Abdominal Lymphoedema•

Wife Has Chronic Pain Issues, Morbid Obesity•

Swollen Testicles•

Sweating All Over His Body During Sex•

Low Back Pain•

Husband Cheating•

Husband - No Interest In Sex•

Husband Said She's Fat•

Severe Incontinence•

Lack Of Self-Confidence•

Extreme Tiredness - Work And Chores•

Wife - Endometrial Cancer•

Lichen Sclerosus•

Been Betrayed Before•

Parkinson's Disease•

Low Back Pain; Menopause•

Tight Hips•

Post-Menopausal; Vaginal Dryness•

Hidradenitis Suppurativa•

Has Permanent Ostomy•
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Episiotomy Scar•

Sagging Breasts•

Illness•

Bilateral Mastectomy•

Exhausted•

No Arousal; Menopause•

Arthritis•

Too Busy•

Lupus•

Depression•

Sexually Abused; Cheated By Woman•

Family And Work•

Past Relationship•

Wife Has Chronic Pain Issues•

I thought and thought about WHAT I could do to help every single one of

these respondents. How could I make a huge difference in the quality of

the intimate lives of those I care so much about?

Since one of my focuses is sexual health, I’m always

discovering new treatments for male and female

dysfunctions, trauma and pain. Many people don’t know

about the treatment options available or what the root

causes are of so many reversible health issues.

You’d be AMAZED at what can be fixed! 

When someone comes to me with an issue, I

recommend that they actively solve, work around, or

compromise so they can continue to be connected
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physically. Often, when partners hit a roadblock like a brain injury, cancer

or depression, they GIVE UP on their intimate lives.

Singles with emotional or physical issues isolate themselves. They think they are

“damaged goods.” Trust me, there are solutions and there are people who want to

give their love and don’t expect perfection.

The most important part of this book is that I want you to have HOPE. Without hope

you are stuck. Let’s get you unstuck because physical intimacy — not just emotional

intimacy, but hugging, holding, kissing, petting, stroking, snuggling — the warmth of

another person’s touch is of paramount importance.

Intimate relationships are the #1 determinant of a long happy life, as proven by the

Harvard Study of Adult Development over the last 80 years.

“I get UTI’s (urinary tract infections) from sex.”
“I was sexually abused by my brother and cheated

on by every woman I’ve been intimate with.”
“ I have osteoarthritis and my knees and

pinkies hurt. My girlfriend got a concussion.”
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YOU CAN’T FIX MY PROBLEMS

What is this “magic pill” that can fix anything from vaginal pain to betrayal? 

What singles and couples need is a structure for talking about solutions and

compromises. Ignoring the issues or believing they are unsolvable gets people

STUCK.

Forest for the trees… When you’re in it, you can’t see the way out. But I can show

you the path to passion.

I created The Magic Pill Method for the problems that drive a wedge between

partners.

“ First and foremost I am morbidly obese. I haven't seen my

penis for years. It was small to begin with (both length and

girth) and with all the fat competing, my poor Vienna

sausage can't catch a break.

Second, I have very low testosterone, so my

hormones aren't on my side. I often have trouble

getting and maintaining an erection. Lastly, my

wife and I have "celebrated" 38 years, but we

haven't had sex in nearly 20 of those years.”
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“ I have never had a girlfriend or been kissed in my life. I was

abused as a 5 or 6-year old. If I see a cute girl and say anything

about her, everyone tells me, 'Oh you don't want that leftover stuff.' I

have been afraid of girls all my life.”
“ In the 8 years we have been married we've never had intercourse

because my wife’s vagina is too narrow.”
Have you noticed how long these issues plague my dear followers? Twenty years

without lovemaking… Abuse at 5 years old… Six years since cancer… 

The common thread is that when a person with issues hits the “wall,” they struggle

to re-engage in physical intimacy. It becomes painful, disappointing, or

embarrassing because it’s not the way it used to be or not the way they believe

it should be. They stop talking or dating. Isolation happens. Lack of

intimacy becomes unmentionable. Couples drift apart. Partners get

bitter. You age too soon. Life is less worth living. But NOT for you.

No way!

“No intercourse because he has irreversible

ED. I also am not sure if I want to be with him

anymore. He refuses to engage in anything

truly intimate, and he's never given me an

orgasm anyway.”
“ My man has both erectile dysfunction and
Peyronie’s issues, refuses to get the appropriate
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medical help, and is really boring in regards to sexual activity. Our
sexual/intimate connection always has the same formula, at the same
time of day, in the same place and follows the same pattern. He drives
me ‘screwy’ with boredom and frustration.”
“He cums too fast within 2 minutes and has no libido after that.”
“ I dry out and I have no orgasm - I get so close but nothing...”
I could go through every single one of these stories and give the person or couple

the steps to fix their issue. Yes, partly because I’m a sexpert. I’ve made it my life’s

motto to show people the path to passion no matter what the obstacles. There isn’t

a single person who can’t have passion and physical intimacy they want. There is

ALWAYS a way!

Having a rewarding sex life if you have physical and/or emotional issues

may require:

Some simple treatments about which you’re currently•
unaware.

Rethinking what sex looks like in your bedroom. •

Learning new pleasuring techniques.•

Using fun sex toys and aides.•

Rewiring your mindset.•

Heck, orgasms are a great pain reliever!

The solutions are available for literally every single

issue you’ll read in this book. And I didn’t omit a single

response. Because no matter what your issues are, the
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solution — the “magic pill” — is a combination of willingness to fix what

can be fixed and work around what cannot, learn a few new bedroom skills

and focus on both partner’s happiness.

THE MAGIC PILL METHOD OVERVIEW

The Magic Pill Method is abbreviated to MPM.

MPM is the acronym for the three steps back to passion:

MOTIVATE: Willingness to fix or workaround.

PLEASURE: Learn new skills.

MUTUAL: Focus on both partner’s happiness.

Here’s how this Magic Pill Method works for everyone. 

MOTIVATE 

Let’s start with MOTIVATE: Willingness to fix or

workaround.

Just the fact that you’re reading this book shows

me you are motivated. Stay present with me here

before you fly off in your mind worrying about

whether your partner is motivated too. You’d be

surprised that inside every one of us is that horny

teenager we used to be — once the problems are

managed. Buried deep down under the pain, that
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person you used to be is still in there. Or that young person in love

with love and hoping to be romanced is in there. And if you or your

partner have NEVER liked intimacy, we can fix that too.

Often people give up their sex life when there is a perfectly wonderful solution to

their pain simply because they are unaware that the solution exists. My Sexual

Vitality Summit systematically solves nearly every single sexual health issue there is,

be it emotional or physical.

The first thing I want you to do is make a list of what does work and what does give

you pleasure. Then write down what doesn’t work and what hurts. If you have a

partner, give them a sheet to fill out as well. If your partner doesn’t currently speak

to you about your sex life, keep reading. 

15
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PLEASURE PAIN INVENTORY SHEET

PLEASURE PAIN

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________
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First, let’s focus on the list of things that give you pleasure. What feels

good to you on an intimate level? Do you like sensual massages? Write

that down.

Do you enjoy holding hands or sitting in your partner’s lap or having them sit in

yours? Do you like wearing silky pajamas? Having your hair brushed? Getting a face

massage? Make a note. 

Brainstorm all the pleasurable sensual and sexual activities that you’d enjoy. Don’t be

shy. Be creative. This is your list. Don’t censor yourself.

Now add this to your Pleasure List for me: “Learning new pleasuring techniques.”

Since we don’t receive a sensual education, believe me when I tell you that you

only know about 5% of the possible pleasuring skills there are in the universe.

Even if you fancy yourself a top-notch lover, you’ve only had so many

experiences with so many people or read so many books. 

There is a LOT more to learn about which you are

simply unaware.

One of the reasons you or your partner is stuck is the

sheer lack of awareness of options. When you have to

work around physical or emotional issues, knowing a

lot of pleasuring skills is crucial. The best part is that

the older you get, the better in bed you get. 

Good sex takes practice. You mature your whole life

sexually. There are many 90-year olds with robust sex
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lives out there and generally, people don’t even get reasonably good at

sexual satisfaction until they are in their sixties.

Try to make your Pleasure List at least twice as big as your pain list. When you

list your pain issues, be as specific as possible with regard to how that pain

manifests during intimacy.

For example, in the case of the woman whose husband’s penis is bent from Peyronie’s,

exactly when does it hurt? When he’s halfway in? All the way in? Did it always hurt?

Is it getting worse? Are there other issues adding to the pain such as increased

vaginal dryness?

The more specific you are, the easier the solutions will be. For example, there

is a brand new treatment that reverses Peyronie's AND has numerous

options for increasing vaginal lubrication all of which we discuss on the

Sexual Vitality Summit.

Make a list of all your pleasure possibilities — and I want you

to be completely selfish with your list. If oral pleasuring

feels good to you and your partner doesn’t do it, put it

on your list anyway. I’ve found that very few people

have even a rudimentary idea of how to pleasure a

partner with their mouth. If they don’t like giving or

receiving oral, it’s because it hasn’t been done well

or they have no idea what to do or they are

ashamed. Lack of skill and shame are the biggest

obstacles to most sexual satisfaction.

The good news is, that is fixable!
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Will you get everything on your list? With time and communication, you

have a very good chance of realizing significantly more pleasure than you

ever thought possible.

Now, look at your Pleasure List and marvel at all that potential fun you can have!

You’re making progress.

“I think the primary issue is how my body has aged at 52. I cannot get

rid of stubborn cellulite or fat on my upper thighs, hip, and rear end! I

also suffer from Lupus, RA and have had 3 back surgeries which drop my

energy levels or makes certain sexual positions painful.”
“Low back pain from combat. This has caused a loss of confidence

and erectile dysfunction.”
“ I went through HPV cancer related to having unprotected

oral sex with a woman. I’ve only had 3 partners. I could

not survive going through that treatment again. I have

a severely dry throat.”
“ I have pain from spinal cord issues as well

as a hip replacement surgery that still feels like

it catches something in my groin area during

sex. It makes it difficult for me to relax and

enjoy the experience of lovemaking these days

with my lovely wife. I truly feel that it's putting

a strain on our marriage.”
19
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WHAT IF I’M SINGLE?

Now you have a list of issues and ideas of new ways to experience sensual

pleasure together. If you are single, many of these ideas could be solo pleasuring

practices. Solo pleasuring is vital! “Use it or lose it” applies to your sexuality too.

Our genitals atrophy as we age. There are many, many self-pleasuring experiences

we can give ourselves including utilizing healthy sex toys.

If I were single, my Pleasure List would have at least a dozen different body-safe sex

toys on it from Fun Factory, Hot Octopuss, and Mystery Vibe.1

Oh, wait! I’m married and I have a whole toy chest full of these. When you’ve been

married going on thirty years, you need to bring a lot of fun and variety into the

bedroom. Healthy sex toys, lingerie, sharing fantasies and role play are some

of the best ways to add more pleasure and variety to everyone’s sex life.

Go ahead and add any of those ideas to your Pleasure List now. See?

Once I prime your pump with ideas, you realize there is a lot of

fun in your future.

Don’t forget sex in different locations. And by sex, let me

make one thing very clear. Sex does not mean

intercourse. Intercourse is but one option on a mile-

long list of sensual pleasures available to you.

I’m a champion for intercourse. I maintain it’s still

the most intimate and satisfying sexual act there

is for a large majority of couples. That’s why I want
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you to do everything you can to remove the roadblocks to intercourse

in your relationship.

Men and women are sexually symbiotic. His semen is beneficial for her cognitive

function, mood and confidence.

I understand that there are people across the gender spectrum for whom

intercourse is not an option. But if you are a penis-owner in relationship with a

vagina-owner, I want to help you keep that connection going strong. There are

just too many excellent benefits of frequent intercourse for you not to fight to

have them.

M IS FOR MUTUAL 

If you’re in a relationship, it’s time for the M in our Magic Pill Method.

MUTUAL: Focus on both partner’s happiness.

Sex, Money, and Kids are the top three things couples fight

about… Which is why a couple must remember two

important things:

Your partner is your ally and 1)

Your relationship is a practice. 2)

I’m going to give you a four-step TO-DO Framework

for resolving intimacy issues with your partner, even

when it embarrasses you or makes you feel ashamed
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or guilty — all common feelings that come from the loss of sexual vitality

that is a part of the aging process.

THE TO-DO FRAMEWORK

The TO-DO Framework helps you get to the source of your waning intimacy so you

can work together to find solutions.

There are four steps to the framework.

Time — Set A Date To Bring The Issues To Light.1)

Obstacles — Where Are We Now And What’s In The Way?2)

Determine — Where Would We Like To Be?    3)

Overcome — What Do We Do About It?4)

This is where you’ll share your Pleasure and Pain Lists.

“ My husband of almost being together 25 years

cheated on me with two different women I know.

I’m not sure we can ever make love again.”
“ I’m a 67-year-old white male; 5'9", 190 lbs,

BP under control with angiotensin pills; high

cholesterol, but refuse to take statins.

Intimacy problem: can't get fully hard, but

can achieve penetration, but then have

difficulty staying even semi-hard; and of

course, can’t climax while inside her.”
22
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“I have leg cramps TOO often and that is a real deal breaker.”
SET A DATE

Let’s take them step-by-step:

1) Time — Set A Date To Bring The Issues To Light.

There’s no getting around communication. Talking is the bedrock of a good

relationship. But most couples find sexuality the hardest issue to discuss. By the

time you hit middle age, life begins to get real. 

Your problems won’t go away or become any easier if you wait. Sexual health

problems are best nipped in the bud. You have to accept that these problems

won’t go away unless you get on the same page to find solutions.

When you discuss your sex life, it’s important to reassure each

other. A highly-functioning couple uses reassurance as a

prime tool in their communication toolbox.

It’s important to set a date and location where you

won’t be interrupted, and you’ll have plenty of time to

unearth all of your worries and concerns. Rushing

creates stress. Stress shuts down your resources. If

you mention an issue off the cuff, it could upset you

or your partner.
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Sitting on the sofa and holding each other’s hands can be very comforting.

Leaving a lot of space for more feelings to arise and get put on the table helps

you find solutions more easily.  Planning in advance so you’re well fed and

hydrated, in a calm mood and focused on supporting each other will make the

discussion less confronting and open up more possible solutions.

Most couples heal their relationship issues themselves. Only a small percentage of

people need therapists to work out their problems. We are truly made for each other.

The time is now to let your guard down, stop being a martyr if you have been, let go

of feeling like a victim, release your anger, and keep moving forward.

When you’re together, the first place to start is with level heads and tender hearts...

“I overheard my husband talking sexually to other women and

he leaves the house in secret. He doesn't want to talk about it.

I've filled my time with other things. I love like gardening,

knitting/crocheting, reading, and work. I've been lonely

my whole life. I thought I had found the one, only to

find out being with someone doesn't mean you

don't feel lonely. It's hard to be intimate with

someone when you feel alone.”
“ I suffer from erectile dysfunction. The pills

don’t work for me.”
“ Wife’s cervical cancer, surgery and

radiation kind of killed our sex life. And if

that wasn't enough I survived cardiac arrest
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with a brain injury that screwed things up pretty badly. Now it's

been almost 6 years this month since there has been any intimacy

or sex between us.”
WHAT’S IN THE WAY?

2) Obstacles — Where Are We Now And What’s In The Way?

Each of you can take turns sharing your perspective about what’s happening in your

intimate life. Explain how age is affecting you. You want to share what’s changed.

Explain what’s changed for you and how that affects you. This is where you’ll refer

to the pain side of your list.

Share what you miss about the way things used to be. Be as specific as

possible using examples of what you liked about the way things used to

be and how they are for you now.

USING “I” STATEMENTS

Use “I Statements,” instead of “You statements.”

Instead of, “Since you went through menopause, you

reject me every time I try to get intimate,” you can

say, “I feel alone and rejected right around the time

when you went through menopause.” 

“ It makes me crazy to have to shout at you all the
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time. It’s like we’re constantly fighting because you can’t hear me,” turns

into, “I’d like to schedule an appointment for you at the audiologist to see

how we can improve your hearing so I don’t have to shout at you all the time.”

“ You don’t even look at me anymore,” becomes, “I’d like to explore hair restoration

because I’m feeling very unattractive and old looking. The story I’m telling myself

is that I’m less appealing to you now that I’m going bald.”

VULNERABILITY TRUMPS VICTIMHOOD

In addition to what’s changed and what you miss, also include all of your fears. You

can go back and forth taking turns finishing this sentence:

I’m afraid _____________________________________________.

I’m afraid you don’t find me attractive anymore.•

I’m afraid that because intercourse is painful you’re never•

going to want to be intimate again.

I’m afraid that because you’ve gone through cancer•

I’ll never have sex again and I’ll be stuck in a

sexless marriage.

I’m afraid that you’re avoiding me because•

you have ED (erectile dysfunction).

I’m afraid that you’re going to divorce me•

and marry a younger woman.

When you open yourself to being vulnerable, it gives

your partner the chance to reassure you.
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You’ll find that their concerns are often far from your own reality and

experience. 

And in situations where the problem is painful sex, erectile dysfunction, lack of

libido, hearing loss, or hair loss, there are many things you can do to fix the issue.

The process of uncovering obstacles and bringing to the surface the actual issues

and not imagined fears, gets you to the next step.

RESEARCH SOLUTIONS LIST

Next, make a list called, “Research Solutions” with each of your combined

problems to set yourself up for the next step.

Write down all the issues you want to find solutions for. Was there trauma

in your past? Maybe you need to do some work with a psychiatrist? 

Erectile dysfunction? Go to a GAINSWave practitioner for an

evaluation. Consider using a vacuum erection device. Check

your testosterone levels. Put this on the list…

Vaginal pain? A pelvic healer; bioidentical hormone

replacement; daily genital massages from your

partner; an estrogen cream… Put the issues on the

list and rank, order and prioritize them.
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RESEARCH SOLUTIONS LIST

________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_____________________________________________

___________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
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“ I have PTSD after divorcing my ex, who is an undiagnosed,

untreated borderline personality disorder, narcissistic, and

sociopath. I didn’t learn the extent of his mental illness until well into

recovery. I have 4 children with him. My issues with intimacy are from

the emotional, psychological, mental, spiritual and financial abuse I

endured for 20 years.”
“My wife and I just recently celebrated our 25th wedding anniversary

but my beautiful bride is still struggling with intimacy. She is having

trouble dealing with her father’s alcoholism and subsequent death.”
“ I can't perform or move like I really want because of knee pain

and I don't like the front of my body, chest, and stomach.”
ENVISIONING OUR FUTURE

3) Determine — Where Would We Like To Be?

Often in your midlife, you’re not trying to be 30 again.

You don’t need to reverse midlife aging to be young

again. You just need a simple remediation.

Instead of hoping for a daily delight, you might be

fine with a once-a-week lovemaking date. This is the

time when you share what you want now in your

intimate life.
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Do you want to be held more? Are you looking for more affection? Do you

want to experience something that you’ve never tried and cross it off your

bucket list? 

Share your pleasure list and figure out what needs to go on the list of fun things

you want to do versus the list called Research Solutions.

“ I suffer from pain and insecurity during intimacy. I was sexually

abused as a child by a man I loved and idolized. After that, as I came

into the age where most of my friends started having sex, I was too

frightened even to consider it. When I eventually did have sex it was

with the wrong person, and I'm still not actually sure I wanted or gave

consent to it but was too scared to say no. I am in a long term

relationship. Even though we almost lost each other over this issue,

it took a long time before we did get intimate and it's ok. I know

it can be much much better but I still, 25 years later, struggle

to relax. I worry about my inexperience. I'm not giving

as much as I could and I've tensed up so much my

pelvic floor is very tight and causing me pain

making it an evil circle as I tense up more

knowing it'll hurt…”
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER TO COME TOGETHER

4) Overcome — What Do We Do About It?

Your list might end up looking like this:

Research the best ways to reverse erectile dysfunction.•

Get a consultation for Bio-Identical Hormone Replacement.•

Look into Red Light Therapy for Skin Tone and Hair Loss.•

Buy some organic coconut and sweet almond oil for sensual massages.•

Schedule date night once per week.•

Learn a new bedroom skill together.•

Then you divide and conquer. Who will do the research? Who makes the

appointments? What is your budget?

Check in on your progress at resolving your issues on the first of every

month. Have a date to sit down and go over how you’re feeling

and what still needs work. Celebrate your progress. Thank

each other for being great communicators who can

accomplish important tasks together.
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THE TO-DO FRAMEWORK REVIEW

To recap, the TO-DO Framework steps are:

Time — Set A Date To Bring The Issues To Light.1)

Obstacles — Where Are We Now And What’s In The Way?2)

Determine — Where Would We Like To Be?    3)

Overcome — What Do We Do About It?4)

You can use this framework for all kinds of issues that come up not just in your love

life, but throughout your life.

IF YOU GET STUCK

If you get stuck, you can email me at susan@dothe20.com. I try to reply to as

many emails as I can. My customer care team has been with me for a decade

and loves to help too.

THE SEXUAL VITALITY SUMMIT

Let me know how you are doing and don’t miss The Sexual

Vitality Summit. That’s where all the solutions to the

emotional and physical issues are explained. I assembled

my “dream team” of doctors, sexologists, healers and

teachers to give you all the latest and smartest

solutions to every issue holding you back from having

the intimacy that is your birthright. Solutions are

available. Find yours now.

The Sexual Vitality Summit ⇐Click Here To Watch
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REFERENCES

1 Click here to see the Healthy Sex Toys video series on my Better Lover YouTube

channel to see the specific recommendations I make for singles, couples, and

couples with vaginal pain or erectile function issues.

ABOUT SUSAN BRATTON
Trusted Hot Sex Advisor To Millions 💋

Susan Bratton is a champion and advocate for all

who desire passionate relationships. Considered

the “Dear Abby of Sex,” Susan’s fresh approach and

original ideas have helped millions of people of all

ages and across the gender spectrum transform sex

into passion.

Married to her husband Tim since 1993, Susan is an

author, award-winning speaker, and serial
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entrepreneur who teaches passionate lovemaking techniques to her fans

around the world. Susan has been featured in The New York Times and on

CNBC and the TODAY show as well as appearing on ABC, CBS, The CW, Fox,

and on NBC as the “Marriage Magician.”

Susan is Chair Emeritus of the ad:tech conference; she was both the CMO and a

member of the Board of Directors for an Anthony Robbins tech start-up as well as

serving on numerous boards throughout her career. In 2009, Susan was honored as

a “Silicon Valley Woman of Influence” by The Business Journal and as a “Top 10

Internet Pioneer” by AdAge Magazine. In 2010, she was bestowed the Lifetime

Industry Achievement award by dmg World Media.

Susan’s straight-talking, fearless approach is rooted in her personal experience

of watching her sex life wither while she and her husband pursued dynamic

careers. When their relationship hit a crisis point, the couple made a fierce

commitment to do whatever it took to keep their family together and

revive the passion in their marriage. Today, she and her husband

have the kind of dream relationship most people long-since

stopped believing is even possible—until they discover

Susan’s teachings.

Susan is CEO and co-founder (with her husband) of

Personal Life Media and their newest nutrition and

supplement company, The20.com. Susan has

authored 28 books including Relationship Magic, The

Passion Patch and 30 Romance Tricks That Work Like

Magic, as well as her International #1 Amazon best-

seller, Sexual Soulmates: The 6 Essentials for

Connected Sex.
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She has also created and published numerous online courses including her

wildly popular Revive Her Drive and Steamy Sex Ed® DVD Collection, as well

as programs such as Seduction Trilogy, Expand Her Orgasm Tonight, The Multi-

Orgasmic Lover for Men, Female Liquid Orgasm, and Keep Her Coming.

The Brattons have applied their deep insights into sexual health to create The Sexual

Vitality Summit, a line of libido supplements and an energy bar for libido using fact-

based research and ancestral wisdom through their new company, The20.

Millions of couples and singles have been touched by her TV appearances, and Better

Lover YouTube channel. Through her Insider’s Club newsletter at Personal Life

Media.com, Susan gives away, free of charge, countless MP3 audios, videos, articles,

and ebooks.

Susan believes that shame-free, frequent sexual pleasure is every man and

woman’s birthright:  

“After 26 years of marriage, I know from experience
that deep, passionate intimacy with my partner is

priceless: a priority that tops my list of must-haves

alongside good health and the love of family and

friends. I have made it my mission to aid

anyone who wants the kind of lovemaking that

improves with age.”
She and her husband split their time between their

home on Mt. Tamalpais in Mill Valley, California and

their cozy beach shack in Encinitas with occasional trips

to far-off lands to visit their globe-trotting daughter.
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